Discover the Latest Digital Solutions for Education
Educational institutions across the country continue to choose Sharp and NEC products because of our commitment to:

- Solutions that are reliable and easy to install
- Technology that drives student engagement
- World class customer service and support
- Warranty programs unmatched in the industry

Collaboration Solutions
Sharp and NEC’s collaboration technology offers all-in-one teaching solutions preloaded with interactive whiteboarding to make your classrooms and meeting spaces interactive.

- Best in class visual performance - displays are available in 65", 70", 75", 80" and 86" sizes
- Plug and Play solution so you are up and running quickly
- Robust and reliable touch experience – with up to a 20-point Multi-Touch Screen
- Software to meet your needs – all preloaded for ease of use

Multi Media Projectors
Engage students and share content using budget friendly projectors with easy set up and installation.

- Low Maintenance with best in class warranties
- Lamp or Laser based
- High brightness and high resolution
- Wireless input with quick and easy set up tools

Desktop Monitors
Utilize the latest NEC desktop features for individual lessons or group collaboration sessions.

- Superior screen performance
- Crystal clear images
- Low power consumption
- Full connectivity that connects to the latest peripherals

Large Format Displays
Sharp NEC Display Solutions incorporates both Sharp and NEC brands of display products to drive collaboration. Use large format displays to share content or use digital signage to keep students up to date on events, school activities and security announcements.

- Portrait or landscape options available
- Local or global connectivity
- Up to 8K UHD resolution
- Optional touch and protective panels

Star Student Reduced Pricing
NEC’s Star Student Program helps institutions acquire projector and display products to engage audiences, share information and move students to new levels of learning without straining budgets.

- Enable your school with the most advanced display and projector technologies
- Access reduced pricing on most models after enrolling
- Up to 2 extra years of projector warranty
- Additional year of warranty on Large Screen LCD’s
- Trade In-Trade Up Recycle Program
- Exclusive Member Only Promotions

Also, when you purchase any NEC solution you also get our NaViSet Administrator 2 asset management software for FREE! Control, monitor and manage your display and projector settings in an all in one support system.

This software package provides unified control and easy asset management across product lines through an intuitive graphical user interface and allows for settings to be updated, tasks to be queried and reports to be generated all from a centralized location.

For more information visit
https://www.sharpnecdisplays.us/solutions/education/11

*To see complete details for Star Student Program go to https://starstudent.sharpnecdisplays.us